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Architectural Review Board Staff Report 
 

Project Type:  Amended Site Development Section Plan  
 
Meeting Date:  November 8, 2018  
 
From:   Andrew Stanislav 
   Planner 
 
Location: An 8.47 acre tract of land located at the eastern corner of the intersection of 

Olive Boulevard and Ladue Road. 
 
Description: Trails West Village of Green Trails (Chesterfield Community Church): An 

Amended Site Development Section Plan, Landscape Plan, Lighting Plan, 
Architectural Elevations and Architect’s Statement of Design for an 8.47 acre 
tract of land zoned “NU” Non-Urban and “R-2” Residence (15,000 square feet) 
located at the eastern corner of the intersection of Olive Boulevard and Ladue 
Road (14647 Ladue Road).  

_____________________________________________________________________ 
 

PROPOSAL SUMMARY 
The request is for an 8,600 square foot addition to Chesterfield Community Church, an existing place 
of worship located at the eastern corner of the intersection of Olive Boulevard and Ladue Road. The 
subject site is zoned “NU” Non-Urban and “R-2” Residence (15,000 square feet). The exterior 
building materials will primarily consist of EIFS with a brick veneer wainscoting and areas of fiber 
cement lap siding accents. Rooftop-mounted mechanical equipment will be screened by parapet 
walls and a trash enclosure will be six feet in height and match the fiber cement lap siding material 
used on the building’s façade.     
 

HISTORY OF SUBJECT SITE  
The subject site was zoned “NU” Non-Urban and “R-2” Residence (15,000 square feet) by St. Louis 
County prior to the City’s incorporation. According to St. Louis County records, the existing building 
was built in 1970 with an addition in 1985. Since the City’s incorporation, there have been no 
requests to rezone the property nor submittals of any development plans for review. 
 
A Boundary Adjustment Plat (BAP) was recorded in 1984 to consolidate multiple lots into two 
separate lots. Currently, the two parcels comprising the subject site are proposed for further 
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consolidation to create one parcel for the church development. The existing property boundaries 
and easements are recognized on the color site plan in Figure 2 below and are noted to indicate the 
intention of the applicant to consolidate these parcels. A Boundary Adjustment Plat for this 
consolidation is anticipated to be submitted for review by City Staff and considered by City Council 
in the near future. The consolidated property boundaries are also depicted in Figure 1 below.       
 

 
Figure 1: Aerial Site Photo (lot not drawn to scale/approximated) 

STAFF ANALYSIS 
   General Requirements for Site Design: 

The subject site is located at the eastern corner of the intersection of Olive Boulevard and Ladue 
Road within the Trails West Village of Green Trails subdivision and is adjacent to residential uses on 
all sides. The subject area is designated “Residential Single-Family (Attached/Detached)” as well as 
all surrounding properties within the City of Chesterfield’s Comprehensive Land Use Plan. The 
proposed development fits within its surrounding context as churches and places of worship are 
permitted as a public use within all residential zoning districts.     
 
The location of the existing building has frontage along both Olive Boulevard and Ladue Road, while 
the proposed addition will have high visibility from Olive Boulevard. Given that both of these 
roadways are classified as major arterials according to the City’s functional classification system, the 
site is highly visible from a large number of users at this intersection.  The building itself is screened 
by an existing wooded area from Ladue Road, which also provides screening for the abutting 
residential properties to the north and east. The building is most visible when traveling on Olive 
Boulevard along the western property limit, which is where the majority of the proposed addition 
will be seen.  
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Figure 2: Color Site Development Section Plan 

 

Circulation System and Access        
The subject site is currently served by a single access point at the north end of the property from 
Olive Boulevard, a MoDOT maintained roadway, and by one additional eastern access point leading 
to Ladue Road which is maintained by the City. Both existing access drives are proposed to remain 
unchanged. Circulation within the site along the drive aisles will also remain unchanged, although 
additional parking spaces are proposed on the east side of the existing northern parking area as well 
as converting a former row of parallel parking spaces to additional 90 degree parking spaces west 
of the existing sanctuary.  
 
There is an existing sidewalk along the frontage of Ladue Road that follows the large right-of-way 
boundary and wraps away from the paved roadway to a dead end. This sidewalk is proposed to 
continue to lead onto the subject property and provide pedestrian access to the building and entry 
plaza. The applicant has also been working with MoDOT to coordinate installation of sidewalk along 
Olive Boulevard and connections to the existing sidewalk on Ladue Road. Future sidewalk 
installation plans proposed by MoDOT are depicted on the plans for this development and are noted 
in Figure 2.  
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Topography, Parking, & Retaining Walls 

The site has a generous slope to the east that allows for the existing building to have a walk-out 
lower level. When on the site, areas for parking and along the western elevation of the existing 
building are generally flat. The driveway connecting the two parking areas follows the mentioned 
slope before reaching the relatively flat eastern parking area on the same level as the walk-out 
basement. Two existing retaining walls provide relief from the sloping terrain near the parking area 
to the west along Olive Boulevard and on the eastern elevation of the existing building near the 
playground.      
    
In total, 138 parking spaces are proposed for the subject site. Additional parking spaces required as 
part of this development will be located to the east of the existing northern parking area and to the 
west of the existing building in place of some existing parallel parking spaces. A versa-lok retaining 
wall of approximately 17 feet in height is proposed to accommodate the parking spaces expanding 
the northern parking area where the slope of the site interferes with having a level grade. The 
existing woodland area surrounding this retaining wall provides screening to the north and east. 
Five ADA parking spaces are located within the new parking area to the west of the existing building 
where the sidewalk is proposed to extend and provide access onto the site.   
 
General Requirements for Building Design: 
This request is to allow for an 8,600 square foot addition to the existing Chesterfield Community 
Church at the intersection of Olive Boulevard and Ladue Road. The building will be 27’-6” in height 
at its highest point at the entry tower feature, while the mass of the sanctuary space consisting of a 
majority of the proposed addition will be 24 feet tall. The new sanctuary space will have the capacity 
for 400 seats. A new gathering entry plaza of a smaller scale is proposed on the western side of the 
building where the new addition connects to the existing structure.     
 
A. Scale        
The proposed building addition is 27’-6” in height at its highest point near the main entry on the 
tower feature, while the majority of the proposed addition is a new sanctuary space that is 24 feet 
tall. The proposed addition is slightly lower in height than the existing sanctuary’s height of 29 feet, 
and the portion of the addition serving as the new entry off of the proposed gathering entry plaza 
maintains a smaller scale of 15 feet to connect to the portion of the existing building that is 13 feet 
in height. The new sanctuary mass rises up taller than the entry space intended to balance the 
existing tall sanctuary to the south. The new addition will be most visible from the west and north 
elevations, while the existing building screens most of the addition on the south elevation and 
existing woodlands screen the building’s east elevation. The proposed addition compliments the 
existing building and maintains an adequate distance from surrounding residential properties that 
are buffered by existing woodland areas as well as new landscaping throughout the parking areas 
and along Olive Boulevard.   
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Figure 3: Color Exterior Elevations 

  

B. Design        
The primary exterior material of the building is EIFS in two different complementary colors to the 
existing building. A brick veneer wainscoting is proposed to surround the addition on all exposed 
elevations, and a fiber cement lap siding is proposed on the tower feature near the main entry and 
other accent areas. The Architect notes in the Statement of Design that the “EIFS and brick veneer 
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pick up on existing material, with the brick wainscot providing durability near the ground, while the 
brick color is different to provide a complement rather than trying to make a difficult color match.” 
The proposed blue/gray color of the upper sanctuary walls complement the blue/gray shingles on 
the existing building. Metal-clad canopies are also proposed as accent features over certain windows 
of the proposed addition as well as over the doorways forming the new gathering entry plaza.   
 

 
Figure 4: Proposed rendering view looking southeast across the site 

  
C. Materials and Color       
The exterior building materials will primarily consist of EIFS of similar color to the existing building 
as well as a blue/gray EIFS on upper wall areas of the proposed sanctuary space that complements 
the shingles of the existing sanctuary space. A brick veneer wainscoting that wraps the proposed 
addition will also be of a complementary color as the existing building intended to avoid a difficult 
color match to the existing brick. The proposed fiber cement lap siding serves as a darker accent 
material on the entry plaza’s tower feature as well as the northwest corner of the new sanctuary 
mass.  
 
D. Landscape Design and Screening     
Several different areas of landscaping are proposed for the site. Existing trees and woodland areas 
on the site are proposed to remain as buffers, most notably along Ladue Road to the south and as 
buffers to adjacent residential properties to the north and east. This existing landscaping will be 
enhanced along Olive Boulevard by incorporating street trees and a landscape buffer. Trees and 
landscaping are also proposed throughout the parking areas, as well as along the south and west 
elevations of the building between the parking area and walkways.  
 
Screening systems for the mechanical units and trash enclosure are proposed to match or be 
integrated within the building’s design. Rooftop-mounted mechanical units are screened by parapet 
walls of the new sanctuary and entry tower feature, and a six-foot sight-proof trash enclosure is 
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proposed on the far end of the eastern parking area with fiber cement lap siding and trim to match 
the accent features of the new sanctuary addition.    
 
E. Signage     
Signage is not part of the proposal before the Architectural Review Board and will be reviewed 
separately.  
 
F. Lighting     
Lighting is planned in association with the proposed development as required by the City of 
Chesterfield. The proposed lighting plan consists of fixtures proposed in the parking area and 
western building façade near the new gathering entry plaza for navigating the site. All proposed 
exterior lighting fixtures are flat lensed, utilitarian, and are directed downward. In total, there are 
eleven proposed fixtures around the parking areas and four wall-mounted sconces near the two 
doorways of the gathering entry plaza.  
 

DEPARTMENT INPUT 

Be advised, this project is still going through development review by City Staff and will not proceed 
to the Planning Commission until all outstanding items have been addressed. All recommendations 
made by the ARB will be included in Staff’s report to the Planning Commission. 
 
Staff requests review and recommendation on this submittal for Trails West Village of Green Trails 
(Chesterfield Community Church). 
 

MOTION 
The following options are provided to the Architectural Review Board for consideration relative to 
this application: 
 
1) “I move to forward the Amended Site Development Section Plan, Landscape Plan, Lighting Plan, 

Architectural Elevations, and Architect’s Statement of Design for Trails West Village of Green 
Trails (Chesterfield Community Church), as presented, with a recommendation for approval (or 
denial) to the Planning Commission.”  

 
2) “I move to forward the Amended Site Development Section Plan, Landscape Plan, Lighting Plan, 

Architectural Elevations, and Architect’s Statement of Design for Trails West Village of Green 
Trails (Chesterfield Community Church) to the Planning Commission with the following 
recommendations…”  

 
Attachments 

1. Architectural Review Packet Submittal  



 

  6014 DELMAR BOULEVARD 

 

SAINT  LOUIS,  MISSOURI  63112 

 
314.863.1313   FAX  314.863.1393 

 

email:  stlda@stlda.com 

      

 

 

October 25, 2018 
 
Dept of Planning and Development Services 
690 Chesterfield Pkwy W 
Chesterfield, MO 63017 
 
Re: Addition to Chesterfield Community Church 
  
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
We are providing the following statement of design from the Architect regarding the proposed 
addition for Chesterfield Community Church: 

The addition creates a gathering plaza at the new main entry, which connects to curb 
ramps providing accessible routes to parking. Parking is mostly extended to the northeast, away 
from Olive Boulevard, and where new spaces are added on the west side near Olive, landscaping 
on top of the existing berms provides a screen. Several new trees in and around the main parking 
lot soften the view from the road, while leaving gaps for viewing the new entry and plaza and a 
direct view of the new sanctuary from the north entry drive. Extensive existing wooded areas 
screen the church, including the new addition, from neighboring residences to the north, east and 
south. Landscaping areas provide color along the perimeter of the addition and screen a new 
transformer location. A trash enclosure will be introduced to the northeast corner of the lower level 
parking lot, well away from the building and with minimum visibility from Ladue Road; it will be clad 
with fiber cement lap siding matching the accent areas of the new addition. At the northeast corner 
of the extended upper parking lot, a landscape block retaining wall falls away from the parking, 
minimizing visibility; the drop is guarded with a black aluminum fence. 

The addition itself connects to the existing building with a lower section of similar height to 
the existing entry, maintaining a smaller scale for the new entry. EIFS and brick veneer pick up on 
existing material, with the brick wainscot providing durability near the ground, while the brick color 
is different to provide a complement rather than trying to make a difficult color match. Fiber 
cement lap siding highlights the tower adjacent to the main entry, and reappears on the prominent 
northwest corner of the new sanctuary mass, closest to the parking lot. The fiber cement siding 
also serves as background to two new signs on the building. The sanctuary mass rises up taller 
than the entry/foyer space, balancing the existing tall sanctuary to the south. The blues and grays 
of the upper sanctuary walls and roof echo the blue-gray shingles of the existing sanctuary. To the 
east, tall parapets screen rooftop units sitting above lower-ceilinged storage rooms. Next to the 
new stair tower, a wing wall screens an additional rooftop unit. Metal-clad canopies cover the new 
entry and existing entry on the west. 

 
Sincerely, 
David P. Mastin, AIA
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architectural

ordering data

CYLINDER 6x14

LED cylinder  |  120-277 Volt

W = Wall mount

020618    NP16-010

3 1⁄4"

2 7⁄8"

4 3⁄8"

S = Surface mount

Mount to 4" O-box
or smaller

3 1⁄ 2"

2 3⁄4"

Spun aluminum cylinder and trim offered in 
matching finishes. Trim also offered in Haze. 
Inner optic is in six beam angles and is only 
offered in a faceted ultra-bright finish.

Textured polyester powdercoat on exterior 
finish available in black, white, bronze or 
metallic silver. Other finishes available 
consult factory.

Pendant fixtures feature a 5/8" OD mounting 
stem with a swivel canopy that self-adjusts 
up to 45° to accommodate slope ceilings. 
Factory standard stem length is 12". Pendant 
mount for indoor applications only.

Cord mount fixtures have a standard 6-foot 
black power cord. White cord supplied on 
white fixtures only. L – Factory standard cord    
is 6 feet, field adjustable to shorter lengths. 
Dimming not available with coil cord options.

Wall mount fixtures have a cast aluminum 
mounting arm that is 4 5/8"W x 4 7/8"H.

5-year LED component warranty details at 
atlantic-lighting.com/main/support. 

Bridgelux Vero 18 Array Series
 � 80 CRI is standard and a 90 CRI option 

is offered. With the 90 CRI option, lower 
lumen output and reduced lumens per 
watt will be experienced.

 � Rated Life: 50,000 hours at 70% lumen 
maintenance (L70) when maintained in a 
35°C ambient environment with open air  
flow. Ambient temperatures lower than 
35°C may extend life.

Electronic Driver
 � 0-10V dimming to 1% (Dimming not  

 offered with coil cord options)

Heat Sink
 � Black anodized passive heat sink designed  

 for maximum heat dissipation.

Listed to UL 1598 and Canadian standards 
for Damp Location. Intended for indoor 
applications only. Available photometrics at 
atlantic-lighting.com.

SERIES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

 Architectural 6"x14" LED 
SLED614 Surface mount
WLED614  Wall mount
PLED614  Pendant mount
CLED614 Cord mount, 6' standard 
DISTRIBUTION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

B20 20° beam angle
B25 25° beam angle
B30 30° beam angle
B35 35° beam angle
B40 40° beam angle
B60 60° beam angle
WATTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

VR10 10 watts   
VR15 15 watts   
VR20 20 watts   
VR25 25 watts   
VR35 35 watts  
COLOR TEMPERATURE  . . . . .

27K 2700K  (80 CRI)
3K 3000K  (80 CRI)
35K 3500K  (80 CRI)
4K 4000K  (80 CRI)
5K 5000K  (80 CRI)

DIMMING . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0-10V DC standard, leave box blank 
2WR 2-wire. TRIAC forward-phase or  
 ELV reverse-phase (100%-1%) 
 (120V only)
DAL         DALI (Type 6, IEC62386)   
                Driver; Dimming to 0.1%
DMX        DMX Driver with RDM   
                 capability; Dimming to 0.1%
                 (not available on cord mount)
347V Contact factory

TRIM COLORS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

WH White
BL Black
BR Bronze
MS Metallic silver
HZ Haze clear (etched)
CC Custom color (consult factory)

CYLINDER FINISHES . . . . . . . . .

WH White
BL Black
BR Bronze
MS Metallic silver
CC Custom color (consult factory)

OPTIONS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9CR 90 CRI, effects lumens per watt

MOUNTING OPTIONS  . . . . . . . .

P18 18" pendant length
P24 24" pendant length
P36 36" pendant length
P48 48" pendant length 
FC Field cut kit
Cxx Cord mount with custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CA Cord and cable, 6 ft. standard
CAxx Cord and cable, custom length 

replace xx with length in feet
CCA Coil cord and cable, adjustable 

from 2 to 8 feet in length

2 1⁄ 2"

P/N Example:  SLED614-B35-VR15-27K-WH-WH 

temp

 

trim

   

distribution

surface mount watts

SLED614-B35-VR15-27K-WH-WH    

option

cylinder 
finish

LED 6" aperture open, precision optic 
VR series, 1000 to 3500 lumen

Specifications and dimensions  
subject to change without notice.

5"

1⁄4"

Coil Cord

& Cable Kit

P = Pendant mount

2 3⁄4"- 4 1⁄4"5"

5"

1⁄4"

Cord &

Cable Kit

6 3⁄8"
5 3⁄4"

14"

15"

 Trim
 Clear Optic

Cylinder

Watts* CRI Delivered Adjusted

10W 80 945 800-1145

15W 80 1310 1105-1585

20W 80 1830 1550-2215

25W 80 2485 2105-3005

35W 80 3470 2935-4200

Lumens*

10W 90 795 670-960

15W 90 1100 930-1330

20W 90 1535 1300-1855

25W 90 2085 1765-2525

35W 90 2915 2470-3530
*  Lumens shows true delivered values for 35K                      
    color temp, adjusted shows the range from        
   27K-5K 

8 3⁄8"

12" L 
standard
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